


NOTE: The multiple rectangular boxes and subsequent text, below, represent indispensable steps that must 
be taken in sequence (read from bottom to top) in this first (and, ultimately, each) of the five Phases, also com-
pleted in sequence. The process outlined (partially, here; and in full, in our ISD book) is Cavalier’s interpretation 
of the award-winning Navy version: less controls items  and more practical helps.  However, the Navy version is 
“translated” in the Common  Sense ISD book from  military jargon into plain business English.

If you follow the instructions in Common Sense ISD, then you can’t do your program wrong, because each 
of the boxes is cross-referenced in the book, if necessary,  so as to direct you to Appendix material and/or to 
stipulate the required material that will  (in sum) deliver the results that you need and stipulate up-front and can 
measure later.  These stipulations guarantee that you will fulfill your own requirements!

The Appendix of the Cavalier book (about 100 pages in addition to the ISD  how-to text) is made of up 
examples of materials (both his own and military originals) that  show how easy it is for you to do-it-yourself! 
Given this workable background, you can  actually do-it-yourself or be better prepared to supervise an outside 
consulting source  competently. That preparation can catch potential errors and save money, too, by  eliminating 
unnecessary (paid) sideline work.

It’s become fashionable in recent years for paid consultants and manufactured magazine “experts” to deni-
grate ISD (Instructional Systems Development, in military parlance; and Instructional Systems Design, in most 
business usage). The two are much the  same, but commercial variations sometimes seek short-cuts that can dam-
age ISD.

However, this author believes that the ability for you to do-it-yourself is the most  objectionable feature of 
ISD in the minds of those objectors! Dr M. David Merrill is  considered to be the dean of the field; the title page 
of his key published article on the  subject appears at his name on this site under a  named button. In a more re-
cent article, Dr Merrill has commented (and is  also quoted on this site, in “Parting Thoughts” from his magazine 
feature--first page shown under his name button) as being in favor of such advance design.

Several years ago, a Training magazine story (written from a consultant’s viewpoint that denigrated ISD) 
was subsequently retracted by that magazine because its user/readers blamed any programming problems onto 
the designer, not the ISD design system! That magazine  then established a panel of user/readers to evaluate such 
stories in advance. See  this and other instances of the training field’s (not industry’s) backtracking on old industry 
disinformation in the “Parting Thoughts” segment, on the “Titles” page, at the asterisk below the Common Sense 
ISD cover photo.

Convinced?
Yes, ISD is slower than guesswork and approximations based on half-asked or  half-baked information. On 

the other hand, ISD can guarantee you a valid program when completed. Considering that you cannot remake any 
error-strewn or failed program easily or within a brief time frame, or without delaying a subsequent program, any 
additional time that’s invested early (in order to complete ISD steps properly and fully) is program insurancefor 
you and your organization.

Have you heard the old truism that covers this situation perfectly? “Why is there never time to do it right 
but always time to do it over?”






















